
SMALL BOW CONNECTOR REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS
(If you have to replace it near the front or rear)

Step A. Remove both rear hinges by removing 
 the screws at both ends where they go    into the  
 middle (1) and rear (2) side frame pieces 
 and panel which are folded under middle 
 panel in photo.  Pull out like a U shape (3).
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Step B. Remove both front hinges by removing the    
 screws at both ends where they go into the    
 front (4) and middle (1) side frame pieces 
 which you can fold under middle panel like 
 you did in step A to pull out like a U shape    
 (3).
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Step C. When you remove the front hinges straighten out the front panel section  
 and leave the rear panel section folded under middle section or hanging  
 over edge of work bench.

Step D. Slide middle side frame pieces (1) with middle section bows away from  
 front hinges.  (you will have to slide it off the vinyl to replace the middle  
 section front bow 5)

Step E. You have to pull the side frame pieces away from bows
 on each side to get to the screw that holds the small 
 bow connector to frame piece.  Then small bow 
 connector will slide out the end of frame pieces.

               This is where you are going to replace the two middle section 
               side frame pieces if the holes are stripped when it came apart.

Step F. Turn both side frame pieces over so the foam is face up.  
 Make sure the flat part of the piece is facing    
 toward each other. (6) Measure from the end of 
 the old one for front hole bow connector 
 location and (7) measure from the other 
 end for the rear hole bow connector 
 location.  Mark it some how on the new      
 ones. Make sure holes on both pieces 
 are the same distance from each end.
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Step G. Slide the small bow connector    
 into the end of the side frame  
 piece. (it will only go in one way
 because of the shape (8)

Step H. When you slide the bow 
 connector in frame, hold the connector
 and use the hole that is pre-drilled (9) in
 connector for guide.  Slide each 
 connector to where you made 
 the mark for all four connectors,
 then drill through the pre-drilled 
 hole into metal.  (using a drill bit
 just a little bit bigger than the screw
 threads)
 Use a phillips head screw driver to screw in screws.

Step I. Slide the bows on the small bow connectors on both side rails.
 (make sure the tie-down straps are on the middle bow toward tailgate) 

                 
                     STOP HERE FOR NOW
                 ****This would be a good time to replace front bow with clamps****

The next page will explain how to do this.
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Step J. To replace the front bow.  You first have to remove the safety strap on  
 each side by removing the screw on each side and sliding the the safety  
 strap out each end of frame pieces.

Step K. Next is to slide bow toward where you took the front hinges out.
 To do this, take the screw out of each cylinder (K) on both sides.
 (L) Slide the bow on both sides toward the hinge (only slide one side all  
 the way out). (M) Once you get one side out, you can pull the bow out of  
 the other end without taking it all the way out.

IMPORTANT: ON THE FRONT BOW I MARKED WHERE I CUT THE OTHER ONE 
THAT I SENT YOU.  IF IT IS TOO LONG THEN CUT WHERE I HAVE MARKED 
WITH HACKSAW ONLY BEFORE YOU MAKE SURE IT IS THE RIGHT LENGTH 
TO YOU.

Step N. Put the front bow, cylinder end, cylinder, rod with collar, handle clamp 
 back together.

Step O. Slide the safety straps back into place and put the screws back in.

Step P. Put the front hinges back in both sides.

BACK TO REPLACING THE MIDDLE
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Step Q. Replacing the middle frame section can be a little tricky.
 
Step R. Slide the ends 
 of the side 
 frame pieces
 onto the channel
 like shown.

Step S. Once you get the
 section slid in and
 pushed into the front
 hinges, then you can re-install the rear hinges.

Step T. THE LAST STEP.  Put the cover on the floor and SLOWLY push the cover  
 down.  The cover will go back to normal shape.   
 Very Important: Make sure you put all the screws back in 
 everywhere.
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